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Sign me up!

Keep reading

Go to the course

Fiber arts - more specifically appliqué, patchwork and quilting are art forms 
practiced widely throughout the world. Many practitioners however have not had 
formal art or design training, nor do they have a network of artists or designers that 
could offer advice. This community solves that problem. Join us as we make and 
learn together while doing what we love- creating quilts!

 c 2018

Start with the course. It’s free. (Yay!) There are six sessions. Each offers — Users will 
submit designs or projects (started or completely finished) and other users can 
constructively critique these postings. This will all be done in a respectful and 
welcoming manner. This site is meant to educate and help users grow their design 
skills.  These learnings will then be used when practitioners create new projects.

In the Courses Section Using Bloom’s taxonomy and the method of critique, 
students will learn, create and then become active community participants. 
Start with the quilt learning course. Learn by doing, learn with other makers, and 
get involved! We are excited to have you join!

1. Beginners
2. Intermediate makers who want to advance their design skills

Welcome! Get weekly inspiration!

Start learning

Recent posts:
Steps:

1. Take the 
quilting course. 
Learn by doing 
as you go.

2. Become a 
member and 
join the 
community.

3. Start creating 
and keep 
learning!

Who we are (p.s.-it’s free! We care about creating, 
learning and sharing the craft of quilting.).

Sign up for weekly emails, filled 
with inspiration to keep you 
motivated and connected:

See what’s happening in the 
community.

Good for:

How to use:

Get started:

Home Course Community Posts

Search

Email address

Bee for better quilting
A create and learn community

In online learning,  motivation is 
important to success, so it helps to have a 
very focused topic- you will attract 
students who are looking for more 
information on this topic, and actually 
want to learn about it.

Users can quickly and easily find what they 
need. 

• Heirachy is used in the typograpghy. 
• Instructions are clear. 
• Navigation and search are clear and 

in expected place.
• Labelling is used.
• Typeface clear and large enough to 

read.

Certain effective in-classroom 
methods also bridge the virtual gap 
and work just as well in an online 
classroom. Remeber to always  
communicate high expectations.



This course is broken down into 6 mini courses. They will set you up with a good 

understanding of quilting and how to apply art and design priciples to your 

quilts.

• This is an introductory course. There is so much to learn about quiltng! But to get started, this is 
what you need to know.

• More in-depth material on everything mentioned will come up in the community postings on this 
site.  

With an acocunt created, you can save your progress and access the community to 
view postings and post your projects

Sign me up for weekly emails packed with inspiration for my quilting projects!

Home Course Project Posts

Search
Bee for better quilting
A create and learn community

Create a log in. 

Submit log in information

Email address

x

Password

User name

Having students create a log in for the 
larger community let’s them know there is 
more to the site then just the course, and 
they will know they will be gaining 
suppport from not only the instructor but 
other users as well. 

Labels are used in the input boxes.

Tabs and bold text help users orient 
themsleves within the course and 
community by showing what section 
they have clicked on and what they 
are currently looking at.
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Remembering: 
Recall or retrieve previous learned information.

Examples: Recite a policy. Quote prices from 
memory to a customer. Recite the safety rules.

Key Words: defines, describes, identifies, knows, 
labels, lists, matches, names, outlines, recalls, 
recognizes, reproduces, selects, states

Technologies: book marking, flash cards, rote 
learning based on repetition, reading

So here, will will be using reading passages and a 
video. Reading is a rote learning example that 
will be used for this section of the course.

Students are given information about the history 
of quilting to read. A video is also avaible to 
watch, show the content in a different manner, 
taking into account different learning styles.

A short quiz is presented at the of the reading to 
help students recall information.

Then, students are given information about the 
elements of art and principles of design.

A matching module is given to students to 
interact with. Students must match the element 
or principle description with illustration. This will 
help with recall. 

Course objectives:

This section of the course will take approximately 20 minutes.

Introduction: This first section of the course will cover the history of quilting and introduce you to the 
elements and principles of art and design. This section will be based off of the REMEBERING segment of 
Bloom’s taxonomy. 

A quilt is a cloth sandwich, with a top, which is usually the decorated part, a back, and a filler in the middle. Under the general 
term of patchwork are of 3 different types of quilts: (1) the plain or whole cloth quilt, (2) applique quilts, and (3) pieced or 
patchwork quilts.

Section content. broken up with section totles. Small chunks of information. A quilt is a cloth sandwich, with a top, which is 
usually the decorated part, a back, and a filler in the middle. Under the general term of patchwork are of 3 different types of 
quilts: (1) the plain or whole cloth quilt, (2) applique quilts, and (3) pieced or patchwork quilts.

Section content. broken up with section totles. Small chunks of information. A quilt is a cloth sandwich, with a top, which is 
usually the decorated part, a back, and a filler in the middle. Under the general term of patchwork are of 3 different types of 
quilts: (1) the plain or whole cloth quilt, (2) applique quilts, and (3) pieced or patchwork quilts.

1. What is a quilt?

Match the element with the example:. Use your mouse to draw a line to connect the picture 
to the description.

ACTIVITY 2:

ACTIVITY 3:

Match the principle with the example:

CONTENT: Elements and Principles

INSTRUCTIONS: Now review the Elements and Principles with examples.

Watch a video on the history of quilting:

You have completed Section 1! Great job.

Preview of Section 2:

In this section you learned about:

Questions?
Email the instuctor:

A Short History of Quilting:

A Short History of Quilting:

Section Title.

Section Title.

CONTENT: Please read the following passage:

Activity 1- multiple choice

2. When did humans start?

Answer

Answer

Answer

Answer

Answer

Answer

Answer

Answer

Answer

3. Why?

You choose the correct answer, good job!

Balance is the distribution of the visual weight of objects, colors, 
texture, and space. This includes symmetrical, asymmetrical and radial 
balance.

Emphasis is the part of the design that catches the viewer’s attention. 
Usually the artist will make one area stand out by contrasting it with other 
areas. The area could be different in size, color, texture, shape, etc.

Movement is the path the viewer’s eye takes through the work of art, 
often to focal areas. Such movement can be directed along lines, edges, 
shape, and color within the work of art.

Pattern is the repeating of an object or symbol all over the work of art.

Repetition works with pattern to make the work of art seem active. The 
repetition of elements of design creates unity within the work of art.

Proportion is the feeling of unity created when all parts (sizes, amounts, 
or number) relate well with each other. When drawing the human figure, 
proportion can refer to the size of the head compared to the rest of the 
body.

Rhythm is created when one or more elements of design are used 
repeatedly to create a feeling of organized movement. Rhythm creates a 
mood like music or dancing. To keep rhythm exciting and active, variety is 
essential.

Variety is the use of several elements of design to hold the viewer’s 
attention and to guide the viewer’s eye through and around the work of 
art.

Unity is the feeling of harmony between all parts of the work of art, which 
creates a sense of completeness.

The principles of design describe the ways that artists use the 
elements of art in a work of art.

Principles of Design

The elements of art are the building blocks used by artists to create a work of art.

Elements of Art

Line is a mark with greater length than width. Lines can be horizontal, vertical,
or diagonal; straight or curved; thick or thin.

Shape is a closed line. Shapes can be geometric, like squares and circles; or
organic, like free-form or natural shapes. Shapes are flat and can express length
and width.

Forms are three-dimensional shapes expressing length, width, and depth. Balls,
cylinders, boxes, and pyramids are forms.

Space is the area between and around objects. The space around objects is often
called negative space; negative space has shape. Space can also refer to the
feeling of depth. Real space is three-dimensional; in visual art, when we create
the feeling or illusion of depth, we call it space.

Color is light reflected off of objects. Color has three main characteristics: hue
(the name of the color, such as red, green, blue, etc.), value (how light or dark 
it is), and intensity (how bright or dull it is).

Texture is the surface quality that can be seen and felt. Textures can be rough 
or smooth, soft or hard.

Line is a mark with greater length than width. 
Lines can be horizontal, vertical, or diagonal; 
straight or curved; thick or thin.

Shape is a closed line. Shapes can be geometric, 
like squares and circles; or organic, like free-form 
or natural shapes. Shapes are flat and can express 
length and width.

Forms are three-dimensional shapes expressing 
length, width, and depth. Balls, cylinders, boxes, and 
pyramids are forms.

You choose the correct answer, good job!

Pattern is the repeating of an object or symbol all 
over the work of art.

Emphasis is the part of the design that catches the viewer’s 
attention. Usually the artist will make one area stand out by 
contrasting it with other areas. The area could be different 
in size, color, texture, shape, etc.

Variety is the use of several elements of design to 
hold the viewer’s attention and to guide the viewer’s 
eye through and around the work of art.

• Learn how to design quilts from three different historic periods.
• Learn how to discuss and design quilts by using and applying terminology found in elements of art and 
concepts discussed in principles of art.

Course objectives:

Course objectives:

Send email

Start Section 2

Subject

Type question here

Course ojectives that: 
•  Begin with an action statement.
•  Are clear and direct.
•  Express what we can expect 

students to be able to do.

Correctly formatted text 
promotes visual gateways, 
drawing the users eyes to 
specific points on the page and 
through the content.

Certain effective in-classroom methods 
also bridge the virtual gap and work just 
as well in an online classroom: activities

Use images to help illustrate meaning. 

Give immediate feedabck.

• Learn three different ways or methods that quilts are constructed
• Learn about the different decorative techniques that can be applied through sewing to quilting
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Understanding: 
Comprehending the meaning, translation, interpolation, 
and interpretation of instructions and problems. State a 
problem in one's own words.

Examples: Rewrite the principles of test writing. Explain in 
one's own words the steps for performing a complex task. 
Translate an equation into a computer spreadsheet.

Key Words: comprehends, converts, defends, 
distinguishes, estimates, explains, extends, generalizes, 
gives an example, infers, interprets, paraphrases, predicts, 
rewrites, summarizes, translates

Technologies: create an analogy, participating in 
cooperative learning, taking notes, storytelling, Internet 
search

Course objectives:

This section of the course will take approximately 20 minutes.

Introduction: This second section of the course will cover how quilts are constructed, and differnt 
techniques people employ when quilting.  This section will be based off of the UNDERSTANDING segment of 
Bloom’s taxonomy. 

Image description. broken up with section titles. Small 
chunks of information. A quilt is a cloth sandwich, with a top, 
which is usually the decorated part, a back, and a filler in the 
middle. Under the general term of patchwork are of 3 
different types of quilts: (1) the plain or whole cloth quilt, (2) 
applique quilts, and (3) pieced or patchwork quilts.

Image description. broken up with section titles. Small 
chunks of information. A quilt is a cloth sandwich, with a top, 
which is usually the decorated part, a back, and a filler in the 
middle. Under the general term of patchwork are of 3 
different types of quilts: (1) the plain or whole cloth quilt, (2) 
applique quilts, and (3) pieced or patchwork quilts.

Image description. broken up with section titles. Small 
chunks of information. A quilt is a cloth sandwich, with a top, 
which is usually the decorated part, a back, and a filler in the 
middle. Under the general term of patchwork are of 3 
different types of quilts: (1) the plain or whole cloth quilt, (2) 
applique quilts, and (3) pieced or patchwork quilts.

Image description. broken up with section titles. Small 
chunks of information. A quilt is a cloth sandwich, with a top, 
which is usually the decorated part, a back, and a filler in the 
middle. Under the general term of patchwork are of 3 
different types of quilts: (1) the plain or whole cloth quilt, (2) 
applique quilts, and (3) pieced or patchwork quilts.

Image description. broken up with section titles. Small 
chunks of information. A quilt is a cloth sandwich, with a top, 
which is usually the decorated part, a back, and a filler in the 
middle. Under the general term of patchwork are of 3 
different types of quilts: (1) the plain or whole cloth quilt, (2) 
applique quilts, and (3) pieced or patchwork quilts.

Image description. broken up with section titles. Small 
chunks of information. A quilt is a cloth sandwich, with a top, 
which is usually the decorated part, a back, and a filler in the 
middle. Under the general term of patchwork are of 3 
different types of quilts: (1) the plain or whole cloth quilt, (2) 
applique quilts, and (3) pieced or patchwork quilts.

Image description. broken up with section titles. Small 
chunks of information. A quilt is a cloth sandwich, with a top, 
which is usually the decorated part, a back, and a filler in the 
middle. Under the general term of patchwork are of 3 
different types of quilts: (1) the plain or whole cloth quilt, (2) 
applique quilts, and (3) pieced or patchwork quilts.

Image description. broken up with section titles. Small 
chunks of information. A quilt is a cloth sandwich, with a top, 
which is usually the decorated part, a back, and a filler in the 
middle. Under the general term of patchwork are of 3 
different types of quilts: (1) the plain or whole cloth quilt, (2) 
applique quilts, and (3) pieced or patchwork quilts.

Watch a video on real life quilting: Video showing How people apply this in real life.

Main Section Title:

ImageTitle.

ImageTitle.

ImageTitle.

ImageTitle.

ImageTitle. ImageTitle. ImageTitle.

ImageTitle.

ImageTitle.

ImageTitle.

ImageTitle.

Review the following illustarted techniques that show how quilts are made:

Activity 1-present images. When clicked, what method they belong to shows up (with image still 
in view)

-click to reveal method

Name revealed.

You have completed Section 2! Great job.

Preview of Section 3:

In this section you learned about:

Questions?
Email the instuctor:

• Learn about the history of quilting
• Learn about the elements and principles of art

Course objectives:

Course objectives:

Send email

Start Section 3

Subject

Type question here

Be clear when presenting. DO 
not present too much 
information at once or nothing 
will be retained.

When showing a video do not 
include text in the video – 
reading and watching at the 
same time ios too much of a 
cognitive overload.

Encourage faculty-to-student interaction.

Certain effective in-classroom 
methods also bridge the virtual 
gap and work just as well in an 
online classroom: facilitate time 
on task

Let students know where they 
are inthe course and how they 
are progressing. 

• Explore fabric options and learn how to choose the best fabric for your designs 
• Based on the elements and principles of art, start thinking about how different fabric work 
together to create a full quilt



Remembering Understanding

Progress

Applying Analyzing Evaluating Creating
Applying: 
Use a concept in a new situation or unprompted use of 
an abstraction. Applies what was learned in the 
classroom into novel situations in the work place.

Examples: Use a manual to calculate an employee's 
vacation time. Apply laws of statistics to evaluate the 
reliability of a written test.

Key Words: applies, changes, computes, constructs, 
demonstrates, discovers, manipulates, modifies, 
operates, predicts, prepares, produces, relates, shows, 
solves, uses

Technologies: collaborative learning, create a process, 
blog, practice

Applying is described as “Using a concept in a new 
situation or unprompted use of an abstraction”. 
Activities can apply what was learned in the classroom 
into novel situations in the work place. In this case, with 
this course, students will be asked to explore a local 
fabric shop. Here, they will have a first hand opportunity 
to look at and feel all the different fabrics that are made 
and available for use. 

They will then be given specific instructions to find two 
fabric prints that work well together in terms of applying 
the different principles and elements that have already 
been learned.  

Applying is described as “Using a concept in a new situation or unprompted use of an abstraction. Applies what was learned in 
the classroom into novel situations in the work place.” In our case, with this course, students will be asked to explore a local 
fabric shop. Here, they will have a first hand opportunity to look at and feel all the different fabrics that are made and available 
for use. 

They will then be given specific instructions to find two fabric prints that work well together in terms of applying the different 
principles and elements that have already been learned. Note: while there are many beautiful prints out there, please limit 
your selection to 100% cotton fabrics. (These fabrics come in different thread counts, which we will learn about later in the 
blog/community posting section. Basically, the higher the thread count, the more substantial feeling the fabric- a bit thicker, not 
translucent. Higher thread count fabric is easier to handle, especially for beginners.)

Home Course Project Posts

Bee for better quilting
A create and learn community

Search

Explore your world. Take a trip to your nearest fabric store or look online if that is not an option.

Tools needed:

• Elements and Principles Glossary

Bonus task.

Bonus task- try practicing some of the stiching techniques from section 2 on small pieces of fabric.

Bonus task- For more inspiraction, look at fashion websites  or home decor websites, not 
just a fabric stores.

Directions:

1. Step one -
2. Step two -
3. Step three -

Arrive at your destination.

Please read:

You have completed Section 3! Great job.

Preview of Section 4:

In this section you learned about:

Questions?
Email the instuctor:

Course objectives:

Course objectives:

Send email

Start Section 4

Subject

Type question here

• Explore fabric options 
• Based on the elements and principles of art, start thinking about how different fabric work together to create a full 
quilt

Course objectives:

This section of the course will take approximately 20 minutes.

Introduction: This third section of the course will cover Applying- apply knowledge of design elements 
to different fabric prints, just the prints! Then, apply the design principle concepts we learned to 
fabrics selections that work well together when placed next to each other. This will help students start 
thinking about the over all look of their first quilt.  This section will be based off of the APPLYING 
segment of Bloom’s taxonomy. 

Main Section Title:

Upload two fabric prints you found at the store (or online) and describe what element each example 
matches with.

Review the fabric matches below and read about how they exemplify the princles of design.

Use the map interface below find a fabric store near you. 
Enter a zipcode to search:

Enter zipcode

ACTIVITY 1:

ACTIVITY 2:

Search

Elements of Art

Principles of Design

Line is a mark with greater 
length than width.

Shape is a closed line. Forms are three-dimensional shapes 
expressing length, width, and depth.

Space is the area between 
and around objects.

Color is light reflected 
off of objects.

Texture is the surface quality 
that can be seen and felt.

Balance is the distribution 
of the visual weight of 
objects, colors, texture, 
and space.

Emphasis is the part of 
the design that catches 
the viewer’s attention.

Movement is the path the viewer’s 
eye takes through the work of art.

Pattern is the repeating of 
an object or symbol all 
over the work of art.

Repetition works with 
pattern to make the work 
of art seem active.

Proportion is the feeling of unity 
created when all parts relate well 
with each other.

Rhythm is created when 
one or more elements of 
design are used repeatedly 
to create a feeling of 
organized movement.

Variety is the use of 
several elements of 
design to hold the 
viewer’s attention and to 
guide the viewer’s eye 
through and around the 
work of art.

Unity is the feeling of harmony 
between all parts of the work of 
art, which creates a sense of 
completeness.

Submit answer

Upload image 1 Upload image 2

Describe what Element of Art each fabric print example represents here.

Image description. Fusce mollis dolor lacus, vel 
malesuada dui efficitur in. Vestibulum ac imperdiet orci. 
Aenean pretium odio pretium, mattis sem ut, varius erat. 
Sed turpis ex, pharetra et aliquam fermentum, venenatis 
at est. Fusce mollis dolor lacus, vel malesuada dui efficitur 
in. Vestibulum ac imperdiet orci.

Image description. Fusce mollis dolor lacus, vel 
malesuada dui efficitur in. Vestibulum ac imperdiet orci. 
Aenean pretium odio pretium, mattis sem ut, varius erat. 
Sed turpis ex, pharetra et aliquam fermentum, venenatis 
at est. Fusce mollis dolor lacus, vel malesuada dui efficitur 
in. Vestibulum ac imperdiet orci.

Image description. Fusce mollis dolor lacus, vel 
malesuada dui efficitur in. Vestibulum ac imperdiet orci. 
Aenean pretium odio pretium, mattis sem ut, varius erat. 
Sed turpis ex, pharetra et aliquam fermentum, venenatis 
at est. Fusce mollis dolor lacus, vel malesuada dui efficitur 
in. Vestibulum ac imperdiet orci.

Image description. Fusce mollis dolor lacus, vel 
malesuada dui efficitur in. Vestibulum ac imperdiet orci. 
Aenean pretium odio pretium, mattis sem ut, varius erat. 
Sed turpis ex, pharetra et aliquam fermentum, venenatis 
at est. Fusce mollis dolor lacus, vel malesuada dui efficitur 
in. Vestibulum ac imperdiet orci.

Image Title.

Image Title.

Image Title.

Image Title.

Visuals especially with subjects that rely 
heavily on visuals, like the arts, or in this 
case, our fiber art online community, 
should then be used to help promote 
understanding through good visuals 
explains that help explain topics.

Icons help with scanning and quickly 
finding information. Visual elements, 
when used consistently, help users 
quickly identify different elements and 
types of course materials.

Promote active learning.

Certain effective in-classroom 
methods also bridge the virtual 
gap and work just as well in an 
online classroom: respect diverse 
learning

• Learn how quilts designs are composed by reading through examples
• Learn how to objectively look at quilt designs and consider all the elements and principles of art when 
critiquing them
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Analyzing: 
Separates material or concepts into component parts 
so that its organizational structure may be 
understood. Distinguishes between facts and 
inferences.

Examples: Troubleshoot a piece of equipment by 
using logical deduction. Recognize logical fallacies in 
reasoning. Gathers information from a department 
and selects the required tasks for training.

Key Words: analyzes, breaks down, compares, 
contrasts, diagrams, deconstructs, differentiates, 
discriminates, distinguishes, identifies, illustrates, 
infers, outlines, relates, selects, separates

Technologies: Fishbowls, debating, questioning what 
happened, run a test.

For this section,  already made quilts are show. 
Students can  analyze the design qualities. The 
critiques are already done. Studnets can read through 
these examples to see how a correct one should be 
done.

Remembering Understanding

Progress

Applying Analyzing Evaluating Creating

• Learn how quilts designs are composed by reading through examples
• Learn how to objectively look at quilt designs and consider all the elements and principles of art when 
critiquing them 

Course objectives:

This section of the course will take approximately 20 minutes.

Introduction: This fourth section of the course will cover examples of how fully finished quilts were 
designed and composed. The examples of critiques will show students how to start thinking about 
how to approach observing and critiqing quilts themsleves.  This section will be based off of the 
ANALYZING segment of Bloom’s taxonomy. 

Critique  of this quilt:

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Morbi euismod vel neque aliquam 
tincidunt. Mauris congue lorem eu nunc vestibulum condimentum. Nam elementum tristique purus 
ac congue. Nam in sollicitudin libero. Mauris vitae tellus orci. Curabitur pellentesque est sit amet 
maximus posuere. Nunc pretium enim ac hendrerit viverra. Vestibulum eget libero a dui consequat 
dictum quis sed nisi. Praesent consectetur urna eu nulla ultrices, sed sollicitudin metus lobortis. Ut 
lobortis, augue at viverra rhoncus, turpis neque scelerisque odio, ac dapibus lectus erat quis elit. 
Mauris eleifend, metus non volutpat rutrum, nisl risus bibendum lectus, ut porta ipsum justo cursus 
risus.

Praesent tristique urna leo, non molestie lacus euismod placerat. Nunc nec vehicula massa, eu 
tempus sem. Fusce metus leo, accumsan et ligula sit amet, condimentum porttitor dui. Duis 
tincidunt consequat rutrum. Duis consequat pulvinar tortor. Morbi sagittis vehicula lacus, a sagittis 
sem ultrices nec. Proin varius purus orci, at pellentesque diam ornare eu. Proin et pellentesque 
augue. Mauris sit amet ante id augue lobortis dictum nec at elit. Sed at neque nec magna auctor 
ultrices. Integer pharetra posuere urna nec porttitor. Nunc dignissim odio sed venenatis 
condimentum.

Critique  of this quilt:

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Morbi euismod vel neque aliquam 
tincidunt. Mauris congue lorem eu nunc vestibulum condimentum. Nam elementum tristique purus 
ac congue. Nam in sollicitudin libero. Mauris vitae tellus orci. Curabitur pellentesque est sit amet 
maximus posuere. Nunc pretium enim ac hendrerit viverra. Vestibulum eget libero a dui consequat 
dictum quis sed nisi. Praesent consectetur urna eu nulla ultrices, sed sollicitudin metus lobortis. Ut 
lobortis, augue at viverra rhoncus, turpis neque scelerisque odio, ac dapibus lectus erat quis elit. 
Mauris eleifend, metus non volutpat rutrum, nisl risus bibendum lectus, ut porta ipsum justo cursus 
risus.

Praesent tristique urna leo, non molestie lacus euismod placerat. Nunc nec vehicula massa, eu 
tempus sem. Fusce metus leo, accumsan et ligula sit amet, condimentum porttitor dui. Duis 
tincidunt consequat rutrum. Duis consequat pulvinar tortor. Morbi sagittis vehicula lacus, a sagittis 
sem ultrices nec. Proin varius purus orci, at pellentesque diam ornare eu. Proin et pellentesque 
augue. Mauris sit amet ante id augue lobortis dictum nec at elit. Sed at neque nec magna auctor 
ultrices. Integer pharetra posuere urna nec porttitor. Nunc dignissim odio sed venenatis 
condimentum.

Main Section Title:

Read the following critique examples of finsihed quilts. See how the deisgns are analyzed. 
Notice how multple elements and priciples can be applied to a single project.

Look at the images of finsihed quilts.

You have completed Section 4! Great job.

Preview of Section 5:

In this section you learned about:

Questions?
Email the instuctor:

Course objectives:

Course objectives:

Send email

Start Section 5

Subject

Type question here

• Learn how quilts are constructed
• Learn about the different techniques applied to quilting

• Review the glossary of terms for the elements and principles of art
• Write up your own critique that incorporates applying these terms and concepts to the design 
you will be critiquing

Description/ cite.

Description/ cite.

ImageTitle.

Example 1:

Example 2:

Contrast and use colors with a purpose. 
Colors help students identify tools on a site. 
For example, all links should be indicated the 
same color. 

Images enliven content and enhance 
immediate learning as well as long-
term memory.
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Evaluating: 
Make judgments about the value of ideas 
or materials.

Examples: Select the most effective 
solution. Hire the most qualified 
candidate. Explain and justify a new 
budget.

Key Words: appraises, compares, 
concludes, contrasts, criticizes, critiques, 
defends, describes, discriminates, 
evaluates, explains, interprets, justifies, 
relates, summarizes, supports

Technologies: survey, blogging.

Here, students will have the opportunity to 
wrote a critique themsleves. 

Remembering Understanding

Progress

Applying Analyzing Evaluating Creating

Course objectives:

This section of the course will take approximately 20 minutes.

Introduction: This fifth section of the course will give you the opportunity to evalute designs 
yourself.  This section will be based off of the EVALUATING segment of Bloom’s taxonomy. 

Main Section Title:

Observe the images of the quilts below. Take your time to look over each one. Spend 5 
minutes looking at each image. 

You have completed Section 5! Great job.

Preview of Section 6 :

In this section you learned about:

Questions?
Email the instuctor:

Course objectives:

Course objectives:

Send email

Submit answer

Submit answer

Start Section 6

Subject

Type question here

Compare the above quilts. Remeber to use the Design elements and principles in your answer.

Use the elemets and principles if design to defend the design descions that have been made. Use as 
many elements and principles you see fit. Explain in detail how each one is being used.

Description/ cite.

Description/ cite.

Description/ cite.

ImageTitle.

ImageTitle.

ImageTitle.

Compare the following two quilts:

Observe the quilt below. Use the elemets and principles if design to defend the design descions that have been 
made. Use as many elements and principles you see fit. Explain in detail how each one is being used.

Tools needed:
• Elements and Principles Glossary

Elements of Art

Line is a mark with greater 
length than width.

Shape is a closed line. Forms are three-dimensional shapes 
expressing length, width, and depth.

Space is the area between 
and around objects.

Color is light reflected 
off of objects.

Texture is the surface quality 
that can be seen and felt.

Principles of Design

Balance is the distribution 
of the visual weight of 
objects, colors, texture, 
and space.

Emphasis is the part of 
the design that catches 
the viewer’s attention.

Movement is the path the viewer’s 
eye takes through the work of art.

Pattern is the repeating of 
an object or symbol all 
over the work of art.

Repetition works with 
pattern to make the work 
of art seem active.

Proportion is the feeling of unity 
created when all parts relate well 
with each other.

Rhythm is created when 
one or more elements of 
design are used repeatedly 
to create a feeling of 
organized movement.

Variety is the use of 
several elements of 
design to hold the 
viewer’s attention and to 
guide the viewer’s eye 
through and around the 
work of art.

Unity is the feeling of harmony 
between all parts of the work of 
art, which creates a sense of 
completeness.

• Review glossary of terms
• Write up your own critique

• Learn to use a template to cut quilting fabric in a more efficient way
• Sew your cut pieces together to make your first 9 block quilt square.

ACTIVITY 1:

ACTIVITY 2:

• Review the glossary of terms for the elements and principles of art
• Write up your own critique that incorporates applying these terms and concepts to the design 
you will be critiquing
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Includes access to start 
posting with the community 
and continue learning.

Creating: 
Builds a structure or pattern from diverse 
elements. Put parts together to form a whole, with 
emphasis on creating a new meaning or structure.

Examples: Write a company operations or process 
manual. Design a machine to perform a specific 
task. Integrates training from several sources to 
solve a problem. Revises and process to improve 
the outcome.

Key Words: categorizes, combines, compiles, 
composes, creates, devises, designs, explains, 
generates, modifies, organizes, plans, rearranges, 
reconstructs, relates, reorganizes, revises, rewrites, 
summarizes, tells, writes

Technologies: Create a new model, write an essay, 
network with others.

In this section, students will create one 9 block 
quilt square, and use this to build out their entire 
quilt.

They will need think about how these blocks will 
interact together when placed next to each other.

They will only be using squares for this project, but 
other shapes and more advanced designs will be 
introduced in the community section.

Remembering Understanding

Progress

Applying Analyzing Evaluating Creating

Course objectives:

This section of the course will take approximately 20 minutes.

Introduction: In this last section of the course you will create your first quilt block!  This section will be 
based off of the CREATING segment of Bloom’s taxonomy. 

Make a 9 square quilt block:

Now, post your finished work and see what other students have created!

This is what your finished 

block should look like:

Cut out 9 squares of fabric. They should be 5 
1/2 inches wide x 5 1/2 inches high.

1. Cut out 5 squares of one fabric.

2. Cut out 4 squares of a different fabric.

3. Align squares in an alternating pattern.

4. Sew squares together. Start with 3 in a 
row,

5. When you have three rows with three 
squares in each, sew those rows together to 
create one large square, or block. 

You have completed the course! Great job.

Go to the community page to keep learning and creating!

In this section you learned about:

Questions?
Email the instuctor:

Course objectives:

Send email

Subject

Type question here

• Learn how cut quilting fabric
• Learn to use a template
• Create your own quilt

Tools needed:

• Quilt block template:

• Review stitch and seam allowance: 

How to stitch: Instructions here.

Seam allowance: Instructions here.

• You can do this with your fabric, scissors, a needle and thread.

Additional helpful tools are:
-rotatry cutter
-cutting board
-sewing machine.

Download the template

Post Project

Upload image

Describe your work here.

Self assessment options lets 
students Identify learning gaps.

• Learn to use a template to cut quilting fabric in a more efficient way
• Sew your cut pieces together to make your first 9 block quilt square
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Post your finished work and see what other students have created!

Project Posting Page

Post Project

Upload image 1

Describe your work here.

Describe your work here.

Now, take all that you have learned and start applying to your projects! A great way to keep learning, be 
inspired and help others is to post and respond to other posting!

Created with a  structure that encourages 
efficient, productive discussion, thus 
spurring collaboration and objectivity and 
advocating imporvements more quickly. 

Allow the student posting to include their 
image, and give them the opportuity to signify 
and include wheter or not they want their 
posting to include asking a question or posting 
a concern.

Choose any of the Elements or Principles of Art that are used in your project

Include in your post:

Let us know if you have a question or concern you want to call out:

Line

Balance

Rhythm

?!

Shape

Emphasis

Variety Unity

Form

Movement

Space

Pattern

Color

Repetition

Texture

Proportion

Certain effective in-classroom 
methods also bridge the virtual 
gap and work just as well in an 
online classroom. These 
methods include: encourage 
student -to-student interaction.


